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h  i g  h  l  i g  h  t  s

• Compact  hardware  architecture  for  the  foreseen  high  count  rates  neutrons  in the JET  DT  operations.
• FPGA  implementation  of strong  data  size  reduction.
• Storage  of raw  data  for  reprocessing  purposes.
• Calibration  of all  the channels  dynamic  to manage  the  14 MeV  neutrons.
• Checked  50  plasma  discharges  to  have  enough  statistics  on  the  14  MeV  burn-up  neutrons.
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a  b  s  t  r  a  c  t

The  Neutron  Camera  (NC)  is  a Joint  European  Torus  (JET)  diagnostic,  based  on  a set  of  19  collimated  lines  of
sight equipped  with  plastic  (BC418)  and  liquid  (NE213)  scintillators,  with  the  main  function  of  measuring
the  neutron  emissivity  profile  due  to 2.5  MeV (DD) and  14  MeV  (DT).  Due  to  several  limitations  of  the
present  data  acquisition  system  and  in view  of  the  JET  DT  campaign,  an  enhancement  project  (Neutron
Camera  Upgrade,  NCU)  was launched.  The  main  objective  was  to improve  the  measurement  capability  of
NC for  14 MeV  neutrons,  by  application  of  a  high  throughput  FPGA-based  digital  acquisition  system.  The
present  paper  describes  the hardware  architecture  and  the  FPGA  processing  selected  for the  NCU  project
and  the  first  tests  carried  out  at JET.

© 2017  Published  by  Elsevier  B.V.

1. Introduction

The JET NC diagnostic has the main function of measuring the
neutron emissivity profile due to 2.5 MeV  (DD) and 14 MeV  (DT)
neutrons over a poloidal plasma cross-section using line-integrated
measurements along a number of collimated channels (lines-
of-sight, LOS). The diagnostic consists of two separate shielding
concrete units, each one including a fan-shaped array of collima-
tors. One unit views the plasma horizontally (10 LOS), and the
other vertically (9 LOS). Neutron measurements are performed by
means of two  different types of detectors: NE213 liquid scintillators
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(designed to work in DD operations and low power DT operations)
and Bicron BC418 plastic scintillators (designed for high power DT
operations and for the detection of low intensity DT neutrons in the
presence of strong DD neutron fluxes). During the 1997 Deuterium
Tritium (DTE1) campaign (record discharge #42976; maximum
neutron yield ∼ 6 × 1018 n/s−1) the BC418 detectors worked up to
∼1.2 × 106 cps (counts above 10 MeV  threshold, i.e. ∼4.2 106 cps
total count rate), with the count rate being above 1.0 × 106 cps
for a time interval �t  ∼ 0.3 s. The presence of higher Neutral Beam
Injection (NBI) power in future DT campaigns might imply higher
rates and a demanding value of ∼2 × 106 cps (counts above 10 MeV
threshold, i.e. ∼7 × 106 cps total count rate), to be sustained for
a time interval » �t  (i.e. ∼3 s), has been set as a target for the
diagnostic’s rate capability.

The BC418 detectors still work with an analogue acquisition
electronics having several limitations [1]:
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• No raw data (i.e. sampled scintillator pulses) storage, thereby
hampering possibilities for monitoring and reprocessing pur-
poses.

• No provision of accurate Pulse Height Spectra (PHS) during
plasma discharges (analog discriminator modules provide counts
in 4 energy bands only).

• Complex calibration procedure.

The NE213 detectors are instead coupled to a Field Pro-
grammable Gate Array (FPGA)-based digital acquisition system
(14 bit ADC @ 200 MS/s sampling rate, PCIe×1 bus) developed
by ENEA [2]. Such system overcomes the limitations listed above
for the BC418 analogue acquisition chain but processing is limited
to ∼9 × 105 cps in the lab [3].

To address the above mentioned limitations and in view of
future JET DT campaigns, an upgrade project (Neuron Camera
Upgrade, NCU) was launched as a DT relevant JET enhancement,
with the main objective of increasing the performance and relia-
bility of the 14 MeV  neutron measurements performed by BC418
detectors. Such objective will be achieved by procuring, setting
up, installing at JET and calibrating a new FPGA-based digital data
acquisition system, which will include the following features:

• High throughput digital acquisition for each BC418 detector per-
forming on-line data pre-processing.

• Raw data (i.e. scintillator pulses) mass storage on local computers
located in the NC back-end electronic area.

• Off-line data processing (pile-up processing, DT neutron count
rates, PHS, calibration, etc.) with dedicated software package run-
ning on the JET environment and on the local computers.

2. Hardware architecture

The hardware architecture selected for the NCU acquisition sys-
tem is based on a set 5U-rack units (Fig. 1). Each unit is equipped
with a 4-slots backplane (Fig. 2) hosting up to 4 PC boards (SBS –
i7 3.4 GHz Ivy Bridge, (Fig. 3)) and each PC board accommodates
a two-channel digitizer through a PCIex8 carrier board. Two rack
units with all backplane slots occupied (16 acquisition channels)
and one rack unit with 2 backplane slots occupied (4 acquisition
channels) are used to provide full coverage of NC lines of sight and
a spare acquisition channel.

The 10 two-channel digitizers (X6–400 M,  produced by the Inno-
vative integration company ([4]) are equipped with a XilinxTM

Fig. 1. 5U rack unit containing four acquisition systems.

Fig. 2. 4 slot backplane, hosting the acquisition and processing units.

Fig. 3. PC board SBS- i7 3.4 GHz Ivy Bridge.

Virtex 6 FPGA, 4 GBytes of Low Power Double Data Rate Memory
(LPDDR2), two  1 GS/s Digital to Analog Converter (DAC), external
clock and trigger; each digitizing channel features a 14 bit bipo-
lar Analog to Digital Converters (ADCs) with software selectable
sampling rate up to 400MS/s. The FPGA board is mounted on the
PCIex8 carrier as a high speed Switch Mezzanine Card (XMC) mod-
ule, shown in Fig. 4. It has to be mentioned that since signals from
BC418 are unipolar and the system does not allow to introduce any
offset on the inputs, only half of the dynamic range of the ADC (13
bits) is actually used.

Number of bits and sampling rate for the ADCs were selected to
enable accurate sampling of NC BC418 pulses (∼10 ns full width half
maximum): 13 bits/400 Ms  allows to keep the error on the deter-
mination of the pulse energy below ±2% for pulses with amplitude
down to ∼6% of the ADC input range [5].

Some specific design choices were made in order to cope with
the high data throughput foreseen in future DT campaigns:

Fig. 4. X6–400M XMC  mezzanine Card.
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